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Chapter One: Introduction 
Problem Statement 
All college students who intend to graduate from a science program can be 
grouped into two categories: those who earn a science degree and those who decide to 
pursue nonscientific fields of study. The question that lies therein is: Why do students 
decide to change from a science major to another field? Also, what can 
( postsecondary level educators do to combat these occurrences? 
Significance of the Problem 
According to Tobias (1990), the number of students who decide to pursue 
nonscientific fields "might in fact be enough to prevent the shortfall of American 
scientists and engineers that has been widely forecast for the coming decade" (as 
cited in Felder, 1993, p. 286). This second grouping of students has been thought to 
leave the scientific realm in pursuit of other interests because of the failures within 
introductory science courses. These failures include a lack of motivating interest, a 
passive approach to teaching, emphasis on a competitive approach instead of a 
cooperative learning approach, and a focus on algorithmic problem solving instead of 
conceptual understanding. 
Despite these setbacks, college chemistry instructors have a number of course 
goals for their students. According to Burke, Greenbowe, and Gelder (2004), these 
include helping students develop a working knowledge of the course material, 
overcoming misconceptions, developing or improving problem solving skills instead 
of depending on rote memory, learning to think critically and analytically, and being 
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actively engaged in hands-on learning experiences. In order to help college chemistry 
faculty achieve these goals, and to help manage the apparent failures of science 
courses, curriculum reform efforts and a variety of student assistance programs are 
· being implemented. Some of these programs are ChemConnections, Molecular 
Science, New Traditions, Supplemental Instruction, Emerging Scholars, Peer-Led 
Team Learning Workshops, and other team-based learning approaches. 
Purpose 
The student assistance program currently being implemented in the general 
chemistry courses at the State University of New York College at Brockport (SUNY 
Brockport) campus is the Peer-Led Team Learning Workshop (PLTLW) approach. 
The PLTLW approa9fl was developed by the National Science Foundation and is a 
student-centered approach to learning course material ("Peer-led," 2005). Liu (2004) 
states "workshop-based instruction aims to enhance collaborative design through 
presentation, discussion, assessment and knowledge construction" (p. 2). PLTLW 
utilizes the basic principles of social constructivism, where active participation of 
students during instruction is a necessity. General chemistry students voluntarily meet 
in groups of six to eight for two hours each week in order to work ~ooperatively on 
problems that compliment the lecture and laboratory content. Students who have 
previously, and successfully, completed the chemistry course are invited to become 
PLTL W leaders. These leaders are trained to act as facilitators for the workshop, and 
are not there to act as lecturers or tutors (Hanson & Wolfskill, 1998). 
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The effectiveness of the PLTL W program, as well as other programs like it, has been 
a basis for study within the past decade. In a study by Gafney (2001), six higher 
education institutions implementing the PL TL W approach submitted the grades of 
students involved with, and not involved with, PLTLW. For each of the six 
institutions, students participating in PLTLW outperformed their non-participating 
peers. According to Herreid (2003), students received higher course grades and were 
able to learn more material and retain it better by attending the workshop sessions. 
However, improved course grades and content retention are not the only effects of 
PLTLW. The purpose of this action research is to consider additional benefits of 
PLTLW. 
Rationale 
Action research within a chemistry student assistance program is relevant to 
the field of science education because it is a voluntary, remedial effort supported by 
the science community in order to further the education of its students. It is meant to 
enforce concepts and allow students the further application of content taught in 
lectures and labs in a guided inquiry format. Action research within this context is 
meaningful to me because I have been leading some type of assistance, whether as a 
one-on-one tutor, supplemental instruction leader, or peer-led team learning 
workshop leader for the past four years. I believe that modification should be an 
ongoing process in order to improve the experience, for both the students and leaders 
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Summary 
A student assistance program has been deemed a necessity for many general 
chemistry courses at the postsecondary level. The program used at SUNY Brockport 
is the Peer-Led Team Learning Workshop (PLTLW) model. It is being implemented 
in hopes of retaining students as well as to help achieve course goals by assisting in 
the enforcing of concepts and the application of lecture and laboratory content. The 
purpose of this action research was to determine the effectiveness of the PLTLW 
program by means of answering the following qpestions: 
1. What is the effect of proper leader training? 
2. How does PLTLW affect the leaders? 
3. What are the effects of teaching problem-solving skills? 
4. Does PLTLW increase student motivation within the chemistry course? 
Data will be collected through student and PLTL W leader surveys, 
questionnaires, and an observational journal. These pieces of data will be analyzed 
and aid in the monitoring and adjusting of the present PLTLW format at SUNY 
Brockport. 
r 
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Chapter Two: Review of Literature 
What Is the Effect of Proper Leader Training? 
In a study by Roehrig, Luft, Kurdziel, and Turner (2003), graduate teaching 
assistants (GTAs) were observed as they implemented an inquiry-based instruction 
approach. The results of this study helped to influence how GT As were trained. It was 
determined in the study that the GTAs' prior inquiry-based experiences affected 
instructional decisions; they did not have the instructional skills needed for the 
learning environment, and they had misconceptions about how students learn. This is 
not unlike the PLTLW leaders, who are also undergoing a role change from student to 
guide. The beliefs about teaching and how students learn are based solely on the 
GTAs' (and PLTLW leaders') previous experiences as students. 
Based on the experiences and observations of Tien, Roth, and Kampmeier 
(2004), "the preparation of the peer leaders is key to an effective workshop" (p. 
1313). PLTLW leaders are required to attend weekly training sessions that are jointly 
led by chemistry course instructors and education and/or learning specialists. It is 
, within these weekly sessions that the leaders gather to work through the workshop 
activities themselves before they meet with the students (Lewis & Lewis, 2005). The 
main goal of these training sessions is to provide "a forum for discussing pedagogical 
ideas and practical applications to prepare leaders to facilitate student-centered 
instruction" (Tien, Roth, & Kampme~er, 2002, p. 607). 
There are three main areas where PLTLW leader training should be focused: 
group work, pedagogy, and content. Group work involves the teaching of group 
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dynamics and skills, student motivation, and group diversity. It also involves knowing 
students' learning styles and intellectual development (Gosser, Jr. & Roth, 1998). 
This area falls into the category of classroom knowledge, or knowing the students and 
the environment they are in (Tien, Roth, & Kampmeier, 2004). Given that 
participation in PLTLW is voluntary, there may be times when only one student 
attends. In this case, it is nearly impossible for the PLTL W leader to not take on the 
role of a tutor. In peer-assisted learning, or peer tutoring, it is important that the 
leader/tutor maintains a facilitating role by using error management skills. The leader 
should also make sure that the student is recognizing generalizations from the specific 
examples completed, since group members are not present to help in this process 
(McLuckie & Topping, 2004). 
The second main area is pedagogy. Pedagogy involves using effective 
teachjng and studying tactics based on the situation or context. The last area, content, 
is quite self-explanatory. Leaders must have mastery within the subject matter. 
Pedagogy and content fall into the category of pedagogical content knowledge, or 
knowing the content and how to best teach it to the students. This involves being 
aware of student misconceptions and other problems with the content so that they 
may be corrected using applicable teaching skills (Tien, Roth, & Kampmeier, 2004). 
These three areas of leader training all fall under a broad knowledge 
descriptor known as pedagogical context knowledge. In a study by Barnett and 
Hodson (200 I), it was determined that teaching is "a complex 'and subtle activity 
which requires many forms of knowledge" (p. 448). Pedagogical context knowledge 
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encompasses four types of knowledge: academic and research knowledge, 
pedagogical content knowledge, professional knowledge, and classroom knowledge. 
It is important that at least pedagogical content knowledge and classroom knowledge 
are taught and practiced to ensure an effective leader training program in which both 
the leaders and the students attending PLTL W sessions will benefit. 
How Does PLTLWA!fect the Leaders? 
As stated by Tenney and Houck (2004), there are not many studies that l]ave 
been done to test the effectiveness ofPLTLW on the workshop leaders. Tenney and 
Houck, therefore, took it upon themselves to administer questionnaires and collect 
workshop leader reflection journals over the course of four years so as to study the 
impact that PLTLW has on its leaders. There were five major benefits, given in the 
order of highest to lowest ranking, which were determined from this study. The first 
was an increase in understanding the subject matter that was covered by the 
workshop. The second was the relationship developed with the course instructor. The 
third benefit was the opportunity to develop teaching skills and discover a desire to 
teach. ~e fourth was improving people skills, while the last was the monetary 
compensation for their involvement. 
In a study by Varma-Nelson and Gafney (2002), a survey was distributed to 
, former PL TL W leaders who had since graduated. They received sixteen responses out 
of the twenty-six originally mailed out. These surveys asked for graduate study and 
" 
career information, as well as required responses to Likert-scaled items and open-
ended questions. The scaled items and open-ended questions asked about the impact 
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PL TL W had on their career choices, their learning experiences, and their overall 
undergraduate education. The purpose of focusing this study on former PL TL W 
leaders, rather than current ones, was due to the idea that "perceptions of instructors, 
courses, and educational experiences often change as the college years recede from 
immediate experience" (p. 8). The researchers wanted to see the long-range outcomes 
of leading a PLTL W. 
The scaled items involved the ranking of various undergraduate learning 
experiences. Experiences with the strongest impact were given a "5", while those 
with no impact were given a "I." These experiences were ranked by the researchers 
based on the mean score obtained from the surveys. This ranking of strongest to 
weakest impact is as follows: ( 1) acting as a peer leader for workshops, (2) 
independent study of assigned work, (3) participating as a student in peer-led 
workshops, (4) attending lectures, (5) working with a friend, study partner, or small 
group, (6) individual consultation with professors, (7) tutoring, (8) laboratory work, 
(9) independent projects, research, poster presentations, ( 1 0) off-campus meetings 
and c~mferences, ( 11) recitations led by graduate students. The first four experiences 
ranked all had a mean score between four and five, with acting as a PLTL W leader 
being the most valuable experience. 
The responses to the open-ended questions revealed that leaders' knowledge 
of chemistry was "enhanced or reinforced, and that concepts were solidified" (Varma-
Nelson & Gafney, 2002, p. 8). The replies also revealed that being a leader 
"strengthened their interest and determination to pursue science-related careers" (p. 
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8), since all former leaders who responded were currently pursuing advanced 
education or careers related to science. The last major benefit noted by those taking 
part in the survey was that by being a leader, they had "improved or gained 
confidence in speaking and interacting with people" (p. 9). While the survey was 
limited in both the questioning and response level, the unanimous decision was that 
being a PLTLW leader was the most valuable undergraduate learning experience. 
According to Watters and Ginns ( 1997), leaders in a program similar to 
PLTLW benefited from two major, positive effects. The first was that leaders gained 
experience in establishing a cooperative learning environment, with a main purpose 
of enhancing confidence and diminishing stress. The second was that "the technical 
skills of facilitating a group, questioning, encouraging, and scaffolding were 
acknowledged" (p. 7). A negative effect mentioned was a concern in the realm of 
time management. These results were obtained from comparing the weekly journals 
submitted by all of the program leaders. 
Beneficial leader effects were abundant in all three of the research studies 
previously/mentioned. While there has not been as much research in this area of 
PLTLW as compared to others, the results obtained have been fairly similar. There is 
an overwhelming amount of positive effects, and not many negative effects, for 
PLTLW leaders. 
What Are the Effects of Teaching Problem-Solving Skills? 
According to Glenn ( 1998), the workshop method of active learning 
"improves not only students' performance in chemistry courses but also enhances 
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their overall critical-thinking skills" (p. 147). This is an extremely important part of 
the PLTLW sessions, since the course instructor may not necessarily explain the steps 
needed to solve chemistry problems to the fullest extent. This thought was noted by 
Arendale (2000), who stated that "As an instructor I sometimes spend too much time 
telling and not enough time modeling the thinking process for finding the answers 
and developing critical thinking abilities" (p.2). 
Within the context of pedagogical content knowledge, leaders must be trained 
to model the problem-solving process as it pertains to generalized chemistry 
problems. This training is required because not all leaders are well equipped to 
articulate how they go ahout solving a problem. In the training guidelines given by 
Tien, Roth, and Kampmeier (2004), leaders discuss "the differences between expert 
and novice problem solvers, the use of heuristics, and unstructured and structured 
approaches to problem solving" (p. 1316). The main approach taught to the leaders is 
Polya's problem-solving scheme. This is a four-step process that follows in the order 
of (1) understanding a problem, (2) developing a plan to solve the problem, (3) 
implementipg this plan, and (4) evaluating the progress of solving the problem using 
the developed plan. The last step involves individual reflection and monitoring. This 
metacognition is a valuable aspect of developing critical-thinking skills. 
Tsaparlis (2001) gives a variety of suggestions for how to improve the 
( 
problem-solving capabilities of students. These include using algorithmic methods, 
giving a qualitative estimation, or prediction, of the result~ checking the validity of the 
equations and relations used to solve a problem, as well as evaluating the result 
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obtained. An effective way for leaders to check the status of student problem-solving 
skills is to have each student work on a problem on his/her own, and then in groups. 
Tsaparlis notes that at the forefront of teaching problem-solving skills is the 
opportunity for students to be given ample practice in using these skills. It is only 
through practice that the solving of problems can be perfected and students will 
become more confident in their problem-solving process. 
The role of the peer leader is to support the students through the problem-
solving process, and not to simply solve the problem for the students. However, peer 
leader support is not the only factor that helps develop the students' problem-solving 
skills. According to Tien, Roth, and Kampmeier (2002), the student-student 
interaction also plays a major role in critical-thinking skill development. Students are 
encouraged to think out loud, reflect on the main scientific principles that they apply, 
and monitor their understanding. In doing so, students articulate their thought 
processes with one another. Debates as to the best method for solving a problem are 
discussed between PLTL W members. As each student participates, his or her 
explanation skills are forced to develop. A more specific method of strengthening 
problem-solving skills is known as the pair problem-solving approach. While one 
student thinks out loud, another student is listening and asking questions for 
clarification. Another method, known as reciprocal questioning, encourages students 
to ask such questions as "What are you doing?", "Why are you dojng it?", and 
"Where do you think it will get you?" (Tien, Roth, & Kampmeier, 2002, p. 611). 
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Through this student-student and leader-student interaction, problem-solving skills 
are strengthened. 
A perhaps unforeseen benefit to developing problem-solving skills within a 
team-learning environment is the experience gained. According to Gardner and Korth 
(1997), "Organizations want people with 'people skills,' who can be effective team 
members and team leaders" (p. 45). As a result, teaming techniques in higher 
education are being designed in order to allow for the transition of group skills from 
the classroom to the workplace. By focusing on "understanding group dynamics, 
group development, and techniques for improving group effectiveness as members or 
facilitators of a team" (Gardner & Korth, 1997, p. 47), both the students and the 
PLTLW leaders are able to transcend their skills in their academic career and use 
them in their professional career as well. 
Does PLTLW Increase Student Motivation Within the Chemistry Course? 
According to Brophy (1988), the motivation to learn is a "student's tendency 
to find academic activities meaningful and worthwhile when deriving the intended 
benefits of those activities" (as cited in Hancock, 2004, p. 159). While student 
motivation is one of the most important aspects of any learning environment, it is one 
of the least understood. This is due to the variety of situations and personal variables 
I 
that provide an individual with the desire to fulfill a given goal. One of these 
variables is a personality factor known as peer orientation, or an individual's 
preference to work either in groups or alone (Hancock, 2004). If a student has a 
strong preference to work alone, and the benefits of the PLTL W do not outweigh this 
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preference, then it would be extremely difficult for the student to be motivated to 
attend a PLTLW session. Unfortunately, research has shown that students who lack 
this type of academic group atmosphere will undergo more academic stress than those 
who participate willingly (Fantuzzo, Riggio, Connelly, & Dimeff, 1989). These are 
the types of motivational obstacles that need to be overcome in order for PLTLW to 
be effective. 
Leaders must be trained to give motivational support to the students involved 
in the workshop sessions. The most effective method of training in this area is 
learning about self-determination theory. This theory is based on the social and 
environmental characteristics that can be either beneficial or detrimental to one's 
intrinsic motivation. Tien, Roth, and Kampmeier (2004) mention three important 
aspects of intrinsic motivation: competence, autonomy, and relatedness. PLTLW 
leaders are encouraged to help cultivate each one of these aspects while leading each 
workshop. This is done through a non-threatening group atmosphere where students 
are given choices for how they would like to solve problems. Leaders are also taught 
that their behavior may have a direct correlation to the motivation of the students, 
such as how they act or what they say in response to a student. By fostering 
motivation, students will also be more likely to come prepared tdthe workshop 
sessions, as well as be willing, active participants. -
Watters and Ginns ( 1997) detail a study on how a trial student assistance 
program, similar to PLTLW, affected self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is directly tied to 
motivation, as it is an individual's belief in his or her ability to engage in an activity 
l 
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and expect a certain outcome. This study also determined the relationship between 
self-efficacy, student attitudes, and participation within the program. 
The program's student leaders were required to maintain and report a weekly 
journal, as well as meet regularly with the researchers. The journals showed a 
frequent reference to how the sessions increased students' confidence in doing 
assessments, which transferred to an increased motivation for students to prepare for 
each assessment. The main reason given to the leaders for why students attended the 
sessions was that the students needed to understand science. It was also noted that 
some of the students needed to obtain help in order to pass the class. Students who 
did not participate in the program gave reasons that were mainly due to time 
constraints or reasons that were affective in nature, such as "I did not want to." 
Using a Science Teaching Self Efficacy Belief Instrument taken from an 
article by Enoch and Riggs ( 1990), students in a foundation science course were 
surveyed at the beginning and end of the trial program, as well as at the end of the 
semester (as cited in Watters & Ginns, 1997). The results of the first survey displayed 
no significant difference in self-efficacy between students who attended, and those 
who did not attend the weekly assistance program. However, the following two 
survey administrations exhibited an increase in the self-efficacy of students who 
attended the weekly session in comparison to those who did not. The 'researchers 
speculate that enhanced understanding gained from the sessions resulted in an 
improved confidence level, which is directly related to increasing one's self-efficacy. 
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Woodward, Weiner, and Gosser (1993) also authored an article that details 
information on motivation obtained from a study dealing with a team-based workshop 
approach used for a general chemistry course. This study used student surveys on the 
workshop approach, student evaluations on the workshop leaders, attendance records, 
and examination grades as the basis for data collection. The surveys demonstrated a 
strong approval for the workshops, while the workshop leaders received excellent 
evaluations. A direct correlation between workshop attendance and performance on 
tests was determined. This proved to be a major extrinsic motivator, and more 
students began attending and participating as a result. 
According to Adamczeski and Fuller (200 1 ), a great means of extrinsic 
motivation is to offer the PLTLW as "a separate one credit pass/no pass course" (as 
cited in Arendale, 2005, p.33). Their research focused on the impact with student peer 
facilitators and the grade achievement of those students participating. They found that 
the chemistry course grades were better for those enrolled in the PLTL W course as 
compared to those who were not. It is speculated that this is due in part to the 
extrinsic motivation of getting a good grade not only in the chemistry course, but also 
in the one credit course. This study, along with the other references cited, demonstrate 
that although intrinsic motivation plays a key factor in workshop participation and 
attendance, the extrinsic benefits are often what motivates students to attend the 
sessions. 
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Other Applications 
While many of the research studies cited the benefits ofPLTLW, there were 
some research studies performed based solei y on the application of PL TL W concepts 
to the postsecondary chemistry laboratory and lecture hall, as well as the secondary 
level classroom. These studies were performed based on educators taking advantage 
of the benefits that can be obtained from both the PLTL W and guided inquiry 
approaches. Incorporating these concepts into how a professor, graduate assistant, or 
high school teacher leads their class can greatly benefit the students involved. 
According to Roehrig, Luft, Kurdziel, and Turner (2003), "chemistry 
departments have been challenged to change their approach to teaching" (p. 1206) 
and have been called to "incorporate scientific inquiry-based experiences into 
undergraduate laboratory classes" (p. 1206). This study was therefore based solely on 
incorporating a type of guided inquiry approach similar to PL TL W into the general 
chemistry laboratory time. With universities where graduate teaching assistants 
(GTAs) lead the general chemistry laboratory time, it has been up to the staff at these 
doctoral schools to properly train their GTAs in terms of proper inquiry-based 
instruction. This includes teaching methods, learning styles, and instructional design. 
In the study done by Roehrig, Luft, Kurdziel, and Turner, six GTA volunteers 
participated in interviews and were observed by the four researchers. The conclusions 
drawn from this research were that GTAs' prior inquiry-based experiences as students 
affected their instructional decisions, they did not have the instructional skills needed 
in an inquiry-based environment, and GTAs had ill-formed conceptions about how 
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students learn. Proper training of the GTAs could drastically lessen these effects. 
These conclusions are not unlike those that may be drawn from a PLTLW format 
where proper training is a major key to the success of PLTL W leader and student 
interaction. 
Incorporating PLTL W concepts and formatting to an undergraduate laboratory 
setting, as was done for the GTA research, has not been the only modification made 
within college chemistry courses. A semester-long chemistry course where a guided 
inquiry approach is used within the college lecture hall has been studied by many 
researchers. In the two cases discussed here, the recommended arrangement would 
consist of approximately two thirds lecture and one third workshop-based instruction 
(Herreid, 2003; Lewis & Lewis, 2005). 
According to Herreid (2003), students can be graded both individually and as 
a group within this format. This set-up not only improved attendance, but also was 
shown to improve retention with students performing better on assessments. There 
was also a greater sense of personal satisfaction reported by the students. 
In a study performed by Lewis and Lewis (2005), the PLTL W scenario was 
adapted for smaller groups of three to four students and termed as "peer-led guided 
inquiry (PLGI)" (p.l35). A control and experimental class were chosen. The control 
remained in a strictly lecture format while the experimental class received the two 
thirds_lecture and one third workshop-based instruction format. The scores on four 
exams and the final exam were then compared to determine if the PLGI approach was 
effective in improving student grades, confirming that students learn more and retain 
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it better in this format. As suspected, the performance was better in the experimental 
class. The data collected actually showed that "the difference in performance between 
the two sections became larger as the course progressed" (p. 136). This is believed to 
have been a result of the progressive impact of the PLGI session. As students are 
further exposed to and gained greater experience with this method, it would be 
expected that the students would benefit more. Comparison of student SAT and ACT 
scores showed that the average scores were approximately the same for both the 
control and experimental classes. This helped to affirm that student success was due 
to the PLGI method, and not the individual students participating in the study. These 
conclusions can be adapted to the PLTLW model, where consistent involvement is 
necessary for greater student performance to be achieved. 
The PLTL W model has begun to be implemented on the secondary level due 
to its success at the postsecondary level. Cracolice and Deming (2001) believe that 
the PLTLW approach is actually more beneficial to high school students than the 
typical cooperative learning strategy that many science teachers at this educational 
level are told to use. This is because in cooperative learning, the teams do not have 
leaders. Leaders are needed in order to help the team properly function. The teacher 
chooses team leaders to train and creates the workshop materials. Workshops are held 
once a week, typically for a 45-60 minute length of time. With this approach, 
"students are more likely to honestly express their ideas- both scientifically valid 
conceptions and misconceptions - in a peer group where they have no fear of looking 
stupid in front of a teacher who will be issuing grades" (p.22). 
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The challenges encountered in the high school PLTL W approach are quite 
similar to those encountered at the college level. The greatest challenge is finding 
peer leaders. With more strict scheduling on high school students, it is much more 
difficult to correlate more advanced students' schedules so that they are able to lead a 
workshop once a week for a class that they had already previously mastered. Other 
challenges include the training of the selected leaders, as well as choosing appropriate 
materials that will be completed during the PLTL W session. 
Regardless of the PLTL W format chosen or the educational level of the 
participants, the same results have been obtained. Students and leaders alike benefit 
from PLTL W. This contributes to the overall effectiveness of the PLTL W program. 
Summary 
The overall consensus is that what makes the PLTLW program effective is the 
dedication of both the participating students and the leaders. 
Unless participants maintain a clear vision and commitment 
to the Workshop method, there is a danger that the program 
might regress to something more familiar and easier to 
maintain ... but less effective than the workshops. The on-
going discussion of the PLTL dynamics is healthy and 
should eventually lead to a better understanding of how to 
make the workshops more effective (Gafney, 2000, p. 11). 
As long as leader training includes the teaching and practice of the principles of 
pedagogical content knowledge and classroom knowledge, and students are motivated 
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and prepared to learn and interact with their peers, then both leaders and students will 
find the PLTLW approach worthwhile and effective as a team-based learning 
program. 
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Chapter Three: Applications and Evaluation 
Introduction 
The target group for this study was composed of those who voluntarily 
participated in the Peer-Led Team Learning Workshop sessions for a general 
chemistry course at SUNY Brockport, as well as those who led each session. The goal 
of this study was to monitor the PLTL W approach in terms of the effectiveness of 
leader training, how leaders are affected in their role of the PLTL W program, the 
effectiveness of teaching problem-solving skills, and the effectiveness of increasing 
student motivation within the chemistry course. Through observations and the data 
collected, the PLTL W program being implemented may be adjusted in order for 
optimal results to be obtained for both the students and the PLTL W leaders involved. 
The demographics of those involved with the study, as well as how the 
aforementioned objectives were achieved through data collection, will be discussed 
within this chapter. 
Participants 
The study ofPLTLW effectiveness was influenced by the demographics of 
those participating. All student participants were enrolled in CHM 206, the spring 
semester 2006 general chemistry course at SUNY Brockport. Specific demographics 
such as socioeconomic status, race/ethnicities, and special needs/disabilities found 
within the PLTL W groups are unknown, as they were not reported for results and 
were not specifically noted. The major demographic of note is that all participants, 
both students and leaders, were female. No males participated in the study. There 
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were a total of eight female students that -partici-pated in each of the testing 
instruments used. This was the total number of students who attended the PL TL W 
sessions during the weeks with which I collected data. This was a disappointing 
amount of students, since over 100 students were enrolled in the CHM 206 course. 
Unfortunately, PLTLW attendance had been steadily decreasing since the beginning 
of the spring semester. 
As one of the four PLTL W leaders, I am a middle-class, Caucasian female in 
good academic standing. My previous experiences in student assistance programs 
include chemistry tutoring, six semesters as a Supplemental Instruction leader for 
general chemistry courses at my undergraduate institution, and fall semester 2005 
PLTLW leader at SUNY Brockport for CHM 205, the prerequisite for CHM 206. 
Procedures of Study 
In order to study the effectiveness of PLTLW based on the four questions 
posed, data was collected by means of an observational journal, as well as a total of 
four testing instruments. The observation journal entries were based on my 
experiences as a PLTL W leader within a three-month time frame. At the conclusion 
of each PLTLW session that I led, I wrote down any applicable thoughts relating to 
the success of the current PLTL W arrangement. Over the course of the three-month 
period, I had three different students participate, with one of these students only 
attending one time. All three attendants were female students. For the majority of the 
three months, I found myself doing one-on-one tutoring with a student who 
consistently attended. 
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The questionnaires and surveys were administered to both the participating 
students and PLTL W leaders within a four to six week time period during spring 
semester 2006. Each participating student and PL TL W leader completed a 
questionnaire (see Appendices C and D) as well as a survey (see Appendices E and F) 
designed specifically for their role within the PLTLW format. The student 
questionnaire and survey were administered at two times during each of SUNY 
Brockport's four PLTLW sessions. The PLTLW leader questionnaire and survey 
were administered at two times during the PL TL W leader training sessions. There 
were a total of four female PLTL W leaders, all of whom participated in each 
questionnaire/survey. One of these leaders did not attend the training sessions, and 
therefore completed her testing instruments during her PLTLW session while I 
administered the student instruments. 
Instruments for Study 
The observational journal that I kept was one form of data collection for this 
action research project. Any observations I made pertaining to student performance, 
student motivation within the workshop session, my performance as a leader, and 
how I believed leader training prepared me for each week's session were recorded in 
this journal. Observations from this journal were later compared so that proper 
analysis and conclusions could be made. 
The four testing instruments used were composed of a questionnaire and 
survey for the PLTL W -participating students, as well as a questionnaire and survey 
for the PLTL W leaders. These questionnaires and surveys provided information on 
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1) student performance, 2) student motivation for attending PLTLW, 3) leader 
performance, and 4) effectiveness of leader training. Both the student and PLTLW 
leader questionnaires were adapted from Tenney and Houck (2004). The 
questionnaires used a five-point Likert scale. I created the student and PLTL W leader 
surveys based on the research objectives. The student and PLTL W leader surveys 
also had questions that required the five-point Likert scale, however these surveys 
also asked for responses to open-ended questions. All questionnaires/surveys were 
completed voluntarily and anonymously. 
Summary 
Eight female students participated in the PLTLW sessions, with four female 
PLTLW leaders facilitating these sessions. One of the leaders did not attend the 
leader training sessions. I kept an observational journal to record any of my thoughts 
pertaining to the research objectives. Both the students and the leaders were given a 
questionnaire and a survey, for a total of four testing instruments that were in 
response to each of the research goals. 
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Chapter Four: Results 
The following chapter includes both qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
collected data from the observational journal I kept, as well as from the 
questionnaires and surveys taken by the participating students and PLTLW leaders. 
The Journal 
The observations within my journal seemed to focus primarily on student 
performance. These notes included consistent student comments on their lack of 
comprehending lecture notes. A typical PLTLW session therefore began by reviewing 
students' lecture notes and answering questions pertaining to concepts and 
calculations within these notes. One observation I had written was "They [the 
students] typically know exactly what areas they are struggling with and what they 
want further help with. They will ask questions when they get 'stuck'." Another 
hindrance to student performance within CHM 206 was the obvious lack of necessary 
mathematical skills. One example was a student's revelation as I was explaining the 
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, in which she stated "I wondered what 'In' was!" in 
reference to "In", the natural log function. Many mathematical problems were mainly 
algebraic in nature. For example, two participants did not know how to solve for mass 
by using volume and density information. 
I found that content clarification received within the leader training sessions 
sometimes helped me as a leader in explaining various concepts to the participating 
students. Since PLTLW leaders do not receive an answer key to the workbook 
questions, the training became a supplement in making sure that we had started each 
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problem correctly. This also ensured that correct procedures and x:esponses were 
available while directing students. 
As far as facilitating the learning process with students, I typically would ask 
for students to give their thought process in solving a problem. I would also offer 
different strategies for remembering a concept whenever possible. These are 
examples of skills not taught in PLTLW leader training, since training only consisted 
of information within a content-based realm. Rather, these are skills I have gained 
from my experiences within an educational field. 
The Questionnaires 
The student questionnaire (Appendix B) consisted of eleven statements that 
students were asked to check off whether or not they disagreed, had no opinion, or 
agreed with the statement. These responses were then given a numerical value to 
determine statistical data. Disagree was given the value 1.0, no opinion was 2.0, and 
agree was 3.0. The average and standard deviation for each question's response can 
be found in Table 1. 
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l I '·~ 
Table 1 -' .t 
Average Responses to·the Student Questionnaire I I 
Question Average Standard deviation 
I 3.0 0.0 II 
2 3.0 0.0 
3 2.4 0.9-
4 2.1 0.8 lr. 
5 2.8 0.5 
6 '. . • .r~ t l l ' '\ ~ ·t'l 13:0,· I. ~p1 0.0 
7 f~ • .:. AI. I .... ;;""'l-,, .... ,• 'II• 3l} '· 0.0 
8 ... ; .. .2.4 I, 0.9 
9 3.0 0.0 
lOt 3.0 0.0 
11 
' 
1 ') 't, :ll.m..., 
·" 2.9 ,, ' ' 0.4! '• ' "I 
Note. The aver,age respons,e~ tQ ~a,ch sta!~tnent of the student questionnaire are given with ¢eir 
corresponding stapdard deviations. 1.0 = dis,agree, 2.0 = no opinion, 3.0 = agree. 
t ~·\\.., ~ 1 t i. 
·Questions #1, 8, 9, 10 were in'response to the n:~sea~ch'questioh·'"'Whar is the 
effect1of proper leader training?""Qbestion #9 also·was indiredfy related to tbe 
question "How does PLTLW affgcrtne'feaaers?''-Questions #3 arid 7 dealrwith tlie., 
research qudtion "'What are the effect~ 1of ie~ching problem!solving skills?".THe 
. . "' l I . 
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majority of the: questio'ns,~#2, 4, S, 6,,7, an$1 11,. were in response-to th~ research 
question "Does PLTLW .increasey"Student motivation~ithin the-chtmisf.ry course?" 
The averages .and standard deviations given in .Table- 1 shuw that all students 
responded· in th"e same fashion for questions #1, 6, 7, 9, and 10. Studentstherefor(S 
feel tl}at they are comfortable in asking questions, they would recommend PLTLW to 
other students~ t.h:e workshop,materials are well ~onnected with the lectures; the 
workshop· leader. helps to increase their know ledge of ,chemistry content. the • 
workshop leader is well-prepared, and the workshop leadeJ>·is· effective in facilitating 
the workshop. 
'Questions #5 and 11 deal with participant interaction and attending 
workshops. These yielded responses close to the agreement mark, but not exact. 
While workshop attendance is not something a PLTL W leader can help, achieving 
full participant interaction is perhaps an area with which leaders need to be further. 
trained. 
The responses to questions #3, 4, and 8 hover above the "no opinion" category 
due to 25% of the surveyed population being in disagreement with the given 
statement. I believe this to be a significant amount, and therefore believe it is 
important to bring attention to the fact that students do not believe that the workshops 
are improving their course grades, they do not readily explain problems to their 
fellow students, and they feel as though noises and distractions hinder the. workshop 
experience. If students do not believe PLTLW is improving their grades, then what is 
their motivation for attending the PLTLW sessions? Likewise, if students are not 
readily expl~niruU?Is>l>!~II).tlQ. t;heir.J2eers,Jb~.» th~y~9.~Xsc.i§.h!g_bigher 
cognitive levels. The latter is an educational tool that perhaps needs to be discussed 
with the PLTL \Y Jeaq~is. with.Ui the realm of the leader training.s~ssions. DistraGtions 
from oth~cstlld.ents_ with.in the PL TL W session are also an area that :cank ,ew:bed. 
through proper leader training. 
The PLTLW leader questionnaire (Appendix B) consisted of fifteen 
statements that leaders were asked to check off whether or not they disagreed, had no 
opinion, or agreed with the statement. These responses were then analyzed in the 
same fashion as those for the student questionnaire. The results can be viewed in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2 
Average Responses'to the PLTbW Leader Qu~stionndire' r 
Question' .. , Average Standard deviation 
1 3.0 .0.0. 
2 2.0 1.2 
3 1.5 1.0 
4 2.5 1.0 
5 3:0 0.0 
6 r, 
'· 
3.0' 0.0 
.7. .. ~ .. o 0.0 
8 1·.5 1 •• 0.6 
9 2.0 1.2 
10 i 2.3 1.0 
11 3.0 o.e 11 
12 ) 1Y.S' 1·;{) 
13 ,. ; • . 1.8 .d.O 
14 2.5 ~ .. .,. ... 1.0 
15 '> 1.8 1.0 
corresponding standard deviations. 1.0 = disagrey, 2.0 = no opinion, 3.0 = agree. 
Jo..,i, 'io. '\ t,f"' '\ I 
L' r n ,.. 
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Question's 1!5; :6, 7 ,.9; l 0, ll,-and..t4 were in (eSp.onse ;uih~ 'research question 
"What is the, effect :of properJea'dei: training?.'' .Questions.# 1,. B:JJt; .an.d. 1>5: );'£ere; 
related tqthe..question ':How:da.es·PLTLW affecHheJeaders.!~ Questions.#.4~ 7 
dealt withlhe·r.esear.ch .t~(bestion "What are the effects of teachihg-problem-sotving· 
skills?" The, majority ot:·the :questions, #2; 3, .. 4, 6,·17, 10, 12, and·13,1WtrC..in response 
to the r~bvquestion "Does PLTLW increase student motivatidn twitlifnlhe 
chemistry %course?" 
Tlie averages and standard deviations show 1 that· all PLTL W. leaders .. re5p.onded 
in the srup.e.fashion fof'questions..#-h•5'; 6.,1, and-U •. L.eaders.\hereforefeel that being 
a leader-increases. tltei[:u\}derstandingzo.f th~misuy Jlhey r~uJarJ y •explain problems 
to students, lhe)C:w.ould recommend .w'.orkshotJ £ourses :to students,. students 1are 
generally comfortable in -asking;qu'estibns within theinworlc~hop, ru;td inteqteting. with 
other workshop leaders.>is-helpful: I' I ~ 
Questi~i#4r \illdpl4 yielded slightly lower scores that.indicate-~ork'shops 
may notnedessarily impro~e:student grades.and the workshop leaderStn'lay~be~acting 
more as a tectcher.tather ,th~n a ·fllcilitator\ If students are not gettingl:>etter grades, '1 ''!I 
then what would motivate them to.co.me tu PLTb.\Wl A:lso, if leaders.are..acting.more 
as a teacher than a guide, then they arenotfollowing the PL'fi:.W'rliodel.and therefore 
need further training in•order to enforlleJhisobjective.. , ·} C1:t~ • 
. -
Questions #2, 9, and 10 address the following: connection between workshop 
material and lectures, distractions within the workshop, and unmotivated students 
making it difficult for others to benefit from the workshop. These results hover about 
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the "no opinion" mark, similar to the results obtained for comparable questions within 
the student questionnaire .. orur ~ifference,r however, is .that.students fully. agreed that 
workshop materials were w.ell-tonnect~ to the lecture~. whil.e theJeaders :do dut 
believe·thiS:.to·be true_ If workshop materials are not connected.tcxwhat is taught in.· 
the lectures, then what would be the students' motivation toRttend PLTLW:? 
_Questions that lean more toward the disagreement end with the·PLTLW. 'l 
leaders~.are #3, 8, 12,. ·13, and 15, Workshop gropps.typically do not schedufeexfrcn 
meetings before tests, the lecturer does not show interest in the workshop leaders, the 
students are not well-prepared for workshops, and the training on how to conduct 
~orkspg~j~_.Jlol .as.lt.elpfyJ.as i.L!?,DOlJlcl.:b.e..,. While t.bs:...resp_q_nse$_ to qgestions #3 and 8 
are not as pressing, the resppqst<s for t~ "9!h~t1hr~.~~cm~stj._QQ.S are J.1Uite important. It 
might be considered a waste of time to attend workshops that lack chaltenging 
materials and proper preparation for the tests. Students may not be prepared for 
workshops because they lack the motivation to work on chemistry outside of lecture 
or the PLTLW. Alsp,)IJ.l!ll.Y ~llld~ptsJind it a waste of money to pm.:~h.ase,!jle_f.~T_LW 
workobok. Students must tlrerefore wait fur the workshop day in order to receive 
photodopies that they have not previously viewed. Lastly, 'iiPLTLW"leaders do not 
. 
believe that training sessions are fruitful, what can be done to change them and make 
them more beneficial? 
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The Surveys 
The student survey '(Appendix C) included four .stateJ!lents that tSfUdents, were 
asked to circle. wliether.or not they disagreed, had no opirlion,;dr agreed: with the. 
statement. ·Tliesy resprin&es·were then given a numerical va1ue to.deteq,nine statistical 
data. These w.ere.ranked with strongly disagree given the value 1, disagree gi.Yen ther 
value~ hb.opiniqn was 3, agree was 4, and strongly agree was 5. The results, as well 
as·the a~r.ag~ and standard deviation for each question's response, can be found in 
Table 3. 
j. ., 
Table.3 · · 1 r \. 
A w!rate Responses to the Student·Suriley , " 
Question rAverage .. r i . Standard deviation 
1 4.0 0.5 
2 4.4 1.1 
3 4.5 0.8 
4 
' 
,. 4.0 1.1 
Notf, ,T,he average responses tQ e,ach st~emept of the student survey are given wi.tb tqejr cprresp.qnqi.ng 
standm:d deviat~ons. l.Q =strongly disagree, 2.0 = disagrye, 3.0 =no opinion, 4.0 =agree, 5.0 = 
t I t;."t. I + ~ I 
strongly agree. 
Questions #1 and :2 relate·tlJtlie research que~tion,'IDoes·ELTLW·increase 
student-motivation within the .chemistry. course?"; whereas.question #3 .Corresponds to 
the research question "What are the effects of teaching problem-solving skills?" and 
question #4 to "What is the effect pf proper leader traihing?" As one can observe 
from the giv.en.ay.etages aruistahdard deviati6ns, tlie majority·of1he students 'agree, 
with smalLderiations, that the)l are well-prepared for each workshop; they regularly 
attend workshops: their problem solving skills have.benefited,.and·they ate satisfied 
with the form'aLof each session. The reasoning.behind these responses can tbe further 
explored by analy.zing.student responses to the open-;ended question portion of the 
student sur\r~y. 
There were ,five questions asked of the students in an open-ended format. The 
first question asked was how. students prepared for each workshop-session. 
Preparati:on is related to the motivation portion of. the actio!J. re~earcl:tproject. The 
majority. of responses were centered about bringing proper materials! such as their 
textbbdk, notebook, and calculator: One student, ·however', demonstrated her 
preparation for workshop by stating that "I pay. attention in lecture for any questions 
that ·I may have, and then I ask them in workshop: .A:lsaj iil there are lab calculations, 
or concepts in general that I do not understand, :r will ask them in workshop." 
The second open-entled question hinges on:the main: purpose of why students 
attend workshops, or. their foremost mo~ivation for doing .sa. The majority of students 
declared that they attend. because ·they' wanted •"to xb better'!, whether on tests or in 
the class in general, by means of:achieving higher-grades .. Students also Ih~ntioned 
that they wanted to "better.understand" the chemistry content. One stude~t said they 
attend workshops "because I feel'the material is better explained in workshop than in 
class." 
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The responses!cxthe thirdquestion.o.Lwhat students ~njo:¢most al:iout 
workshop.:iricluded statements that related to both the..teachirlg.of. problem-solving 
skills as w.ell.as how, PLTL W .affects the leaders. One-coinm~l}t made was. thal "I 
enjoyedihteracting with:the other students· and the workshop leader in :solvin~ -
problems. I ~lsa enjoyed the personal atmosphere Qf the workshop." Itis.obviGus 
from this statement that:the social network formed easily.lends itselfto v.arious. J 
metqods Df problem-solving. beaders should be pleased with the fact that students are 
grateful for th'e rapport created. ' h 
The fourth.qbestion.asked_,what students. :would do to change the way the 
workshops are organized: Half. of the stude.nts responded hy.:saying that nothing needs 
to lie changed. Other coriunentS: thaf were maae: centered around proper training of the 
PLTLW leaders~ T~q stuqent§..re~i_R,Qn<!_~4 by s_cwin.g ttiat th~y_t?eJi~'-:~ th~y benefit 
more from smaller groups of three to five students rather than a larger group. One 
comlll~Q!)!'!tf;Q th~.t there needed to be "better control from [the] team leader." 
Another studen_t r~Rlie<Lby_s~ying that more problems needed to be done from the, 
textbook instead of the workbook. Yet another student said that there needed to be a 
better connection between the workshop and the lecture hall. i' 
The fifth and final question asked for any further comments or suggestions. 
Two students did not give a response, yet a couple of students mentioned again about 
how worl5:s~hgp .ivcr~fiSe§ "Qne'~ unge~ra.nqipg of chernistry"J!n~Lal~ l!~!P§ "to ,bgild 
one's social network." Other students made comments and suggestions directly 
related to the 'research questions. One student mentioned how workshops were 
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improving-her course gradd. Tw<J.students'gave:pbS'sible su'ggestio"ns fetr-improving 
PhTLW-and·ii'lcreasing student motivation. Ohe of these-students said ttiat having 
''work'problem 'Worksheets" tO' help.with the'prdblet)'r-'S'OlVing process woiUa:be"' 
beneficial. Another student·responded, "I feel that ithe~stuot:!rrts 'tlrat..,regularly atrendl 
the workshoJ)'should get some type of·exlra credit points:" This'PfoV'"es thatperhl:tpsl 
students need' more of an extrinsic, rather than intrinsic, motivation in .Order'to attend 
alid~participate 1n the \votkshop sessions. ,, ' .. 
'The PLTLW·leader survey included five statements that the leaders were -
asked to circle whether or: nof.they•disagreed, had no opinion, or agreed :with' the' ·• 
statenteht. These responses were then arralyzetl in the same-fasl1iorl as: those for the 
studenrsutvey. The results:can:be.\de'Wetl in Table 4. '' ,• 
Table4 . ~ ! 
Average Responses to the·PLTLWLeader Survey 
Question Average ' *Standard deviation· 
1 
2 I J:(). • 
3 3.3 
4 4 . .0' 
5 
l . 
• l 
0.0 
05 i 
·o.o· 
Note. The average'responses to eacli statement of the'PCfLWJeltder survey are given w.iih their 
' I 
corresponding standard <Jeyifitions. 1.0 = strongly disflgreet 2.Q = di,sagree, 3.0 = no o\'inio11, 4.0 = 
agree, 5.0 = strongly agree. 
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Qut:t.stions # l.. ·2, ,and ~ r~late to: the. :res~M~h question. "WJJ.at is tb~ ~ffect of 
proper leader trajniQg_?",-Qyes#OJ) #.4 deals With the,rese(}fch.qp_estion, "lJpw poes 
PLJ'LW aff~ctthe le,.aders?." and guestion #5 corresponds to ':;QQes.P.LTLW inc~,ase 
student IWt.iV'\tlOQ within the chemistry course?" PLTLW leader r,esponses were all 
fairly ag$eaQle for que$.tipns #1, 4, and 5. Leaders therefore agree tb~t they are well 
p,rep~sl to·J~~d ea.cQ. wo.(kshop,.their problem-solving skills have benefU~!:fJ);o,lll 
be~,a::PLTLW leader, ,and.problem .. solving skills (lfe $QID~thing each leader;&tfives 
to te,ach in each workshop. Responses to questious·#2.apd-3 are evjdenceof.lackluster 
training ~~ssions. The majorjty of the leaders haxe no Qpjnjon St~ ~o ,whether the leader 
trajniJJ.g sessions )leJp to prepare them for each worksholt1iession,.' ~<;Jers also hold 
no.opipiQ.tl as to whether or, not tbey.receiv~ content clarit:.i~a.tion·~itlriJ.¥eaoh training 
session. If conteo~ GlatificatioQ ~.t~oply thiqg,that)ea<te~Jlfe being.J,rained for, and 
they hpld no op.inion as to.its.af{e~t on tQ.eir :wor\cshop p.reparation,Jhen perhaps 
trajnipg .needs· tQ be adjusted tQ .tna.kt< it wor~. worthwhile. 
The ~cond portion of the PLTL W leader survey was composed of five open-
ended questions. Tile first. que!itiou asked for pr~blems· that the leQders haye 
e,ncount.e~d by._ueing a V<ork~b.op·leader,,Five comments wet:e made as to tbeht.ck,pJ 
attendan~,. p.articipation, ·Qr ,Stllde<nt iA.terest. Three coiilll)ents were made in r$t~ponse 
to the work$hQp I]l(1.terial not '(;,Ptff(.Spondi.ng to. lecture m: being compri&ed of 
oc.casional ".awkward~uestion~"· The~· eight comments all correspond to the 
research questioq "DQes PI,;TI:.;W illcrease student motivation within. the chemistry 
course?" since. theJ4:lck of swdept m,otivation.may be in p~ to poor correlation 
between the workshop w.orkbook and lecture content. One comment was also made 
that "adjusting to a·large range of learning sryles" had. been difficult in the past. This 
is a topic that.could be further explored in a training session, and ther~fore.relates.to 
the research question ''What is the effect of proper leader training?" 
The'second open;-ended question was purposefully asked with the.r~search 
question."Wha.t is the effect of proper leader training?" .in mind. This question asked 
the PL 1L W·leaders what ·activities or topics would they like to see covered in the v 
training sessions in order to better prepare them,for·leading workshops? While one ' 
person did not resportd (\Ild.another, simply·put' "J don't know'\ the comments from 
the oilier two leaders included "key difficultieslstudents hav.e:been.facing in the 
class", "more: 'how' instead of 'what' to lead", and further information on what 
students are doing.currently in the laboratory portion of the course b<!oot1se "they may 
have questions and.[it] contributes to success.in the course." Only one' of these 
corpments could be interpreted as wanting more educational training rather than 
content tniinin~; 
The responses to the third question of why the leaders believe stpdepts ·attend 
the. workshop sessions were mainly based on understanding lectures,; getting practice 
on what Jhe students have learned, and improving student grades. One comment was 
made th'aUtwas the "only !lime they work on chem outside·of class." Another leader 
mentioned'that ".the.ones who are~attendingme thamoti'9'atbd ones...who:want to 
understand the material !llOreJhoroughlyJ' If this is the·case, then.how can PLTLW 
be structured to reach th~ students. who still lack the foundational understanding 
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needed to achieve :succesS:. willlln'1he coutse·'l These.connhents renter. on how to use 
PLTL W as a.tool ~o inarease Student motivation within·the. course. 
l;'he foilith _question was .asked to obtain a better understanding of the leaders' 
past educ_atibnahleadership roles. The answers to this question could help to form 
what educational training may be necessary. The leaders possessed a variety of 
educational experiences, with each leader having had tutored before, as well as 
having had participated as a PLTLW leader at least for the fa112005 semester. Two 
leaders had been involved with educational coursework, with one having obtained a 
New York State teaching certificate in chemistry. One of the leaders had been a 
PLTL W leader for six semesters, and had also been a chemistry teaching assistant for 
two chemistry courses. 
The fifth and final question asked the leaders why they are a PLTLW leader as 
a means to answer the question "How does PLTLW affect the leaders?" Three leaders 
responded that they were a leader "to review my general chemistry." One student 
mentioned that being a leader was for class credit, one said that it was "because I took 
workshop", and yet another leader replied that "I enjoy doing it and helping students 
learn." There are therefore a variety of leader benefits within the PLTL W program. 
Summary 
Students are satisfied with the workshop format. However, they believe that 
the content within these workshops needs to be reformatted to better correlate with 
the lectures. Students enjoy the smaller groups of participants and many do not 
believe that their participation within the workshop helped to improve their course 
3~ 
grades. The results from the PLTLW leaders show a need for modifying the way 
leader training is performed. There were also many benefits that leaders encounter, 
including an ability to better retain the chemistry information due to consistent review 
and being able to build their social skills by helping others. 
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Chaptefi Ei~: Conclusion~·and Recommendation~ r..., , .. 
The wide range of data·collected .yielded·nfany.po'Ssible.implicafiol1'S' foJ:the 
Peer-Led·.TeamLeaining Workshop format at SUNY·Brockport:·In thefollowi'ngt 
chaptel\'l :will1liscus's the conjectures I· made based on. the ima1)'sis: of the -data 1"\ , ... 
collecting 1nstrmhents. These conclusions· helped to· form an action plaiT' fOJ; the 
improve'meiiJ and'modifidation of· the current,PLTLW·arrangement. An:~ction phtn~is 
not beneftcic111without reassessing· the changes that have.been\ffiade. Therefore,~ 1 '' 
recomniendatiorts for future researcH have been :given:t:o ·determine whether arndt~the 
modific~tiqns madedmproved. the£ PL'flL W ~experien.s;e for all parti'es involved' or. rlcm 
Discuss ibn·... ' 'I ' l t 
Sfud~nfs are.Satisfied:w.ith the w.orkshbp Ionmit~nowevef')ifis .What occurs· .. 
within thiSI format that needs to ollange1 Students- tend t<Y.prefet .the smaller groups of 
three to five students rather tfiim the recommended ·six to eight student groups.t The 
majority of the -students and leaders·do not believe that workshop pruticipation is 
improving:tpe·studenfs':course grades. Perhaps grades are not increasing bec(\.use the 
majority of.the students·who atteQd.the workshops are the motivated students who 
already receive good grades. This.also'mayrbe·irrpart because. the pai:tioipating ... ' , 
students 'are·not.regularly explaining 'the problems they·uncterstanrl to their fellow 
peers .. By using liighei €ognition 3evels.in explaining concepts,.students are able to 
achieve greater·retentioh of1:he-~lremistrym,ateri<rl and thefefoie'feceive improved 
course grades 'aS' a result. .. .. 
The wqrkshop tnaterials.d.O nbt:always::cbrtelate with the lecture materials. 
This is therefore .a· part. of the. workshop- that is in desperate need of modification. The 
leaders.agree with these statements, while students agreed with these statements in 
the surve)! and not.·the questionnaire. This. may be due to the diffetiug chemistry.pnits 
that were-being discussed at the time each testing instrument was:adn:tinistered. 
··- Man)( sp.tdents believed that·they were prepared for PLTLW simply .because 
they bro.ughUnaterials such as their textbook, notebook\ and calculator with them to 
the workshop. Although it is good that they.broughl: thes.e material& with them,. this 
type of p~tion doe& not .substitute for .reviewing c.onc;epts and determining what 
ont ~ants lb specifi~lly~ ac~otnplish. IDtbih..ti1e PLTL W<>S~sion. 
PLTLW·leader ttaining i.S.alsa in'need of.mod~ficat.ion. PLTE.W leaders hold 
no. opinion on the training~ This dcte.S:no1~'ean it is tetrible;t but it does not mean that 
training is very good either. The methods of training are in need of change so that the 
leaders--can:firmly state that they found PLTLW training to be beneficial to their 
PLTL W experience.· While qmtent clarification is ·needed within each training , 
session, it should npt be the sole~priority. 1 l I ' 
, Re'V'ealed in this action research were also the,great effectsPLTLW'has on the 
leaders·. T.he main benefit was that PL'fL W allowed a consistent review of·chemistry 
and:therefore helped the leaders·to retain this information. Leaders enjoy b,eing· ! 
leaders and ~ feel that their previous .experiences· as a PL TL W student is w.hat •• 
makes them strive to-also be a goodJeader. crass credit and/.or.paymen't are also 
benefits, since nqne af.the leaders. are volunteers. Ei.nally, leaders. benefit from the 
4J 
greater development of tlieir~cial skills.thr9ugh.tl}.e·rapport they build with the 
participating students :and· fellow· .ltaders. '· • 
Action Plan 
Dne rec.ommendetl action for the dilemma concerning workshop and lecture 
material reciprocity would be to create workshop materials that better correlate witb 
the~ecture. J\ greater correlation with lecture may actually cause an incx:~ase.in· 
student:participatio.b, and therefore an increase in.student-motivation as well. Some 
student suggestions for workshop materials included using·more problems from the 
textbook and using. worksqeets. that focus on 'd'evelopi'ng,probl~m .. solving skills within 
each lll)it: By creatirtg the:workshop Ihaterials:,;SUNY.Brockport ~hemistr.y faculty 
could also concentr.ate more Qll theit .students' ·Iearhing and mastermg the necessary 
math skills needed to·be.snccessful in:the chemistry classroom.:Th,ese materials could 
also make lecture note& more comprehendible and provide,the necessary connection 
between the lecture and the laboratory. 
:Creating the workshop materials could also help in student preparation. Doing 
this wquld make it pOssible for students to have the materials to look over prior to 
their .w.orkshop session. Even if workshop materials were not created, the photocopies 
of the workhooltcouW):ie made\llnd distributed in the week prior to that ~nit.' s 
workshop.:-I..eaders WOllld-need tu make sure td tell the students ·what is expected of 
them in the reahn of·PL'FLW preparation ~ithin~~ fj~t few-w.eeks of the semestet ... 
By following these recdthfnentled actions, PLT.L W·would·more than likely became a 
tool for increaSing student motivation witl'lih'the .diemistry classroom. 'v 
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Another mean~ of achieving student participation. would be to )?rovide 
extrinsic motivators, insteao of only Jntrinsic.ones. This~could be done by means of 
giving .extra credit for attendance and participation in PI::.TLW. This,undoubte_dly · 
would create greater PLTLW participation, greater retention rates, and improvements 
in course grades. as a resulr. This was. actually the method used in the Supplemental 
Instructjon approa'Ch.that I led .at my undergraduate .institution. While there weret ' 
typically.jusf·o"\rer 20 students enrolled in the chemistcy course, the attendance was 
approximately 25-50% of. the class during any given :weekly,session. 
Sorp.e suggesti0ns given. by both ·the PLTL W leaders: arid:the students include 
training the leaders in how to 'c<;ne with a variety ofJearning styles in each workshop, 
act mote as a facilitator orguide·rather than a teacher •. minimize.distractions within 
each workshop 'Session, obtain maximum participant interaction, and still maintain 
control of the wor]&shop. While all of the PLTLW leaders had experience in 
educati6naLsettings; this. does notguarantee th~t.they_w.ere properly.trruned at any 
point.·It is11pio~the'I~adet ttaifier"to ensure that all PLTcW.leaaers. receive proper 
training not only in'.the field of chemistry, but also in ~lie field of. educational 
concepts. 
Since this is my last semester of participating ih the PL TL W program,.. the 
responsibility for the recom~ended.actions to.be implerrient~d falls on SUNY ' 
Brockport's chemistry department. More specifically. next semester'·s PLTL W leader 
trainer/advisor and thelPLTLW leadersrwill carry the most responsibility. In order for 
this to occur, the chemistry professors and PLTLW leader trainer will need to be 
informed,q( th~ findings Ql fqi~ ~9tiol},r~~~¥S::h stl}dy aq,d w}J(\t neS!f!s. tg pe.dqne to 
ma,lce P~T~W <1- ~lJCC,t:~~: J;'he~y ppr§OQS will also be resppn~iQ.l~ for monitoring and 
coJlectipg th~ effe<;ts qf tljte acti9ns. Th~ tec~n;unendeda<;t!qq~ W}Q p.lOnt!Qring wm 
not he abl~ tq occur unjjl thtt CHM 206 course begins in the sprin,g~.Q0.7 p1eiJ}e~ter. I 
believe-~· great resource th~t wopld benefi.t tilt: PLTL W progr~ wol!!9i ~ej:p ipcjud~. 
leari].ipg center s_peci~Jsts or the-Education and Human Development depft!1~~I].tiq 1 
the,P,LTJ-W l~.ader trajning sessions. There will also need to be a closer connection 
and/or bette~; yommunicat~on betwe~n the leader train((t; wtd.tJle cl;temistry lecture~~ 
laboratory.grofessprs.; {f work~ho_p materials were$o P~·H1'\t~d.,,this would.most 
1J..ls~!Y. ~e !eft up to the cpell}i§try P.r9f~~~91'§ ?gq !t:i!Her !r.a!nY.~. JJQ\Y.e~er, it may be a 
gqod .L4x'l tp. utiJi~(i a hJgtJ.e,:-)e':.'t1l. ~hen¥s_t}"y. eql!Cfttiop znajor to s;rea.te, the worksbop 
materials, as~ m,eans.w rec~ive CQl!~]!;:r~qit~ 
Recommendations for Future Reseqrch 
., 
Qnce the suggestions within the action plan have been followed as deemed 
feasible ;by .the fa~ulty an~ PLTLW leaders responsible, rese.arch will agail\need to be 
un~ertaken to rev~ew th~ effectjveness of the revis.ed PLTLW apprq~~p.,.Jll~.surv~y~ 
'lP<!SI!l~~~i,o~naires may ag~jn.be distrib.uted to all participati~g s.t.l!Qe,Qt~~d P~'l:'kW 
leaders. Th<1se resl;llt~·\l\Q4.\P. th~n·nt:e9,to b~· ~PmP.~dJp,Jpe, ori.ginaJ .4~ta.a.~ ~Jne<ws 
of monitoring the progress ofthe PLTL W ,m,gdel. Solllethjng_ w_orthy .of not:jng w.ould 
be that ,th~~tugept sample and fLTI.-W leaders change fro1p year to y~~' ~nq could 
have a slight, i_Ipp~ct on tpe newl:y obtained results. 
.. r l I f.; , 
4~ 
In addition to surV'eying·tlie'ofiginal·parfies inv6lv.ed:·perhaps'tlielscope of the 
research should be' broadened to 'induae the sur-veying uP: general chemistry: faculty 
and students wlio do nof participate in the PLTL W sessions. Surveying the chemistry 
faculty would help to determine how effective they believe the PLTL W approach is 
in comparison to how it was in the past. Surveying students who do not participate in 
the PLTLW sessions would aid in determining the main source of student motivation 
to attend the workshops. 
I would also recommend that the literature be reviewed and shared in order to 
update those involved on the more recent suggestions and present-day research 
dealing with the effectiveness of the Peer-Led Team Learning Workshop student 
assistance program in comparison to other models. After monitoring the new data 
and research, adjustments may be made once again in order to strengthen the program 
and make it most effective and beneficial for all persons involved. 
Conclusions 
PLTLW leaders have received more benefits from the student assistance 
program than have the students. PLTLW leader training must be improved so that the 
leaders are not only refreshing themselves in terms of the content, but they are also 
taught the proper educational pedagogy so that the sessions are properly guided. The 
PLTLW materials are in need of modification for better correlation with lectures. 
Once this has been done, it will be more likely that students will be intrinsically 
motivated to attend the workshops. Extrinsic motivators, such as extra credit, may 
need to be used for greater student participation. Overall, the Peer-Led Team 
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Learning Workshop approach as a student assistance program for general chemistry 
students haS sQ.o.wn:;. to~be. efwctive if'implementetl rorre.ctly, with:ap.e.fficielit and 
consistent proces~ ·or.m.Qnito:ring and adjusting. 
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Appendix A: Student Consent Form 
Statement of Informed Consent 
Dear CHM 206 student, 
For the next 4-6 weeks I will be conducting research in the Peer-Led Team 
Learning Workshops (PLTL W) in affiliation with SUNY Brockport and the 
Department of Education and Human Development for completion of my Master's 
degree. The goal of this research is to determine the effectiveness of the PLTLW in 
the aspects of student performance and motivation. If you choose to participate, you 
will be asked to fill out 2 questionnaires/surveys that will assess your performance 
and motivation within the CHM 206 class. 
Please understand that: 
1) Your participation is voluntary and you have the right to refuse to answer any 
questions. 
2) Your confidentiality is guaranteed. Your name will not be included in any of 
my research results. 
3) There will be no anticipated personal risks or benefits because of your 
participation in this project. 
4) Participating or not participating in the project will not impact your grade in 
CHM206. 
5) Your participation involves completing 2 questionnaires/surveys, which will 
ask questions concerning performance and motivation throughout the course. 
6) The results of my research surveys will be used in a research paper for 
completion of my graduate studies. Again, your name will not be included in 
this research paper. 
7) When the project is completed, all consent forms and surveys will be 
destroyed. 
Please sign below to indicate that you: (1) have read and understand the above 
statements, (2) agree to participate in the research surveys, and (3) are 18 years old or 
older. You may change your mind and withdraw from the study at any time. If you 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Stacy Hooker at 590-0723 or my 
faculty advisor, Dr. Scott Robinson, at 395-5547. 
Please print your name:-------------------
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Appendix B: PLTLW Leader Consent Form 
Statement of Informed Consent 
Dear PLTLW Leader, 
For the next 4-6 weeks I will be conducting research in the Peer-Led Team 
Learning Workshops (PLTL W) in affiliation with SUNY Brockport and the 
Department of Education and Human Development for completion of my Master's 
degree. The goal of this research is to determine the effectiveness of the PLTL W in 
the aspects of student performance and motivation. If you choose to participate, you 
will be asked to fill out 2 questionnaires/surveys that will assess your performance as 
a leader, the effectiveness of leader training, and the performance and motivation of 
student participants within the CHM 206 class. 
Please understand that: 
1) Your participation is voluntary and you have the right to refuse to answer any 
questions. 
2) Your confidentiality is guaranteed. Your name will not be included in any of 
my research results. 
3) There will be no anticipated personal risks or benefits because of your 
participation in this project. 
4) Your participation involves completing 2 questionnaires/surveys, which will 
ask questions concerning your performance as a leader, the effectiveness of 
leader training, and the performance and motivation of student participants 
throughout the course. 
5) The results of my research surveys will be used in a research paper for 
completion of my graduate studies. Again, your name will not be included in 
this research paper. 
6) When the project is completed, all consent forms and surveys will be 
destroyed. 
Please sign below to indicate that you: (1) have read and understand the above 
statements, (2) agree to participate in the research surveys, and (3) are 18 years old or 
older. You may change your mind and withdraw from the study at any time. If you 
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Stacy Hooker at 590-0723 or my 
faculty advisor, Dr. Scott Robinson, at 395-5547. 
Please print your name:-------------------
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Appendix C: Student Questionnaire 
Student Questionnaire 
Please check ('/) whether or not you agree, disagree, or hold no opinion with the following 
statements. 
Statement Agree Disagree 
1) Interacting with the workshop leader increases my 
understanding of chemistry. 
2) The workshop materials are well connected to the 
lectures. 
3) The workshops are improving my grade. 
4) I regularly explain problems to other students in the 
workshops. 
5) Interacting with other group members increases my 
understanding of chemistry. 
6) I would recommend workshop courses to other students. 
7) In the workshops, I am comfortable asking questions 
about material I do not understand. 
9) Noise or other students do not distract me during my 
workshops. 
1 0) The workshop leader is well prepared. 
11) The workshop leader is effective in leading the workshop 
(i.e. -he/she facilitates the answering of workshop 
questions and does not simply answer the question for 
you) 
12) I regularly attend a workshop. 
Adapted from: Tenney, A., & Houck, B. (2004). Learning about leadership: Team 
learning's effect on peer leaders. Journal of College Science Teaching, 33(6), 25-29. 
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Appendix D: PLTL W Leader Questionnaire 
PLTL W Leader Questionnaire 
Please check('/) whether or not you agree, disagree, or hold no opinion with the following 
statements. 
Statement Agree Disagree 
1) Acting as a workshop leader increases my understanding 
of chemistry. 
2) The workshop materials are well connected to the 
lectures. 
3) My workshop group sometimes has extra meetings to 
prepare for tests or to review difficult material. 
4) I believe that the workshops improve student grades. 
5) I regularly explain problems to students in the workshops. 
6) I would recommend workshop courses to other students. 
7) In the workshops, stlJdents are generally comfortable 
asking questions about material they do not understand. 
8) The lecturer shows an interest in me as a workshop leader. 
9) Noise or other distractions sometimes make it difficult to 
benefit from the workshops. 
10) Students who are uninterested or unmotivated make it 
difficult for others to benefit from the workshops. 
11) Interacting with other workshop leaders is helpful. 
12) The workshop materials are demanding and are good 
preparation for the tests. 
13) Students are generally_ well ~epared for the workshoiJS. 
14) As a workshop leader, I act more as a guide than a 
teacher. 
15) The training that I have or am receiving on how to 
conduct workshops is hel_Q_ful. 
Adapted from: Tenney, A., & Houck, B. (2004). Learning about leadership: Team 
learning's effect on peer leaders. Journal of College Science Teaching, 33(6), 25-29. 
\ 
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Appendix E: Student Survey 
Student Survey 
Please circle the number that best ranks your response to the following 
statements on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being strongly disagree and 5 being 
strongly agree. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
No Strongly 
Disagree Opinion Agree Agree 
2 3 4 5 
1) I am well prepared for each workshop session. 1 
2) I regularly attend a workshop. 
3) My problem-solving skills have benefited 
from attending the workshops. 
4) I am satisfied with the format of each 
workshop session. 
1 
1 
1 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
Answer each of the questions that follow to the best of your ability. Please be 
specific and honest! 
1) How do you prepare for each workshop session? 
2) Why do you attend the workshops? (What is your main purpose for attending?) 
3) What do you most enjoy about the workshop you attend? 
4) If there was something you could change in the way workshops were organized, 
what would you change? (i.e. -workshop format, more thorough content 
coverage, the ways in which the leader facilitates the workshop, etc.) 
5) Please give any other comments or suggestions that you feel would benefit my 
research process. 
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Appendix F: PLTLW Leader Survey 
PLTL W Leader Surve:y 
Please circle the number that best ranks your response to the following 
statements on a scale of 1 to S, with 1 being strongly disagree and S being 
strongly agree. 
Strongly No Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Opinion Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
1) I am well prepared to lead each workshop 1 2 3 4 5 
session. 
2) PLTLW leader training sessions help me to be 1 2 3 4 5 
well prepared for each workshop session. 
3) I receive content clarification within each 1 2 3 4 5 
training session. 
4) My problem-solving skills have benefited 1 2 3 4 5 
from being a PLTL W leader. 
5) Problem-solving skills are something I strive 1 2 3 4 5 
to teach in each workshop. 
Answer each of the questions that follow to the best of your ability. Please be 
specific and honest! 
1) What are some of the problems you have encountered as a PLTLW leader? 
2) What types of activities and/or topics would you like to see covered in the training 
sessions to better prepare you for leading the workshop? (These do not need to be 
strictly content-based.) 
3) I believe the main reason students attend the workshop session is .... (i.e. -What is 
their motivation?) 
4) Do you have previous experience in an educational/teaching setting? If so, please 
list the experience you have (i.e.- previous PLTL W leader, tutoring, educational 
courses). 
5) Why are you a PLTLW leader? 
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